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The Jacobson structure space has played a central role in the algebraic classifi-

cation of C*-algebras. Kaplansky showed [9] that for GCR algebras, one may find

an ascending transfinite "composition series" of open sets Ga exhausting the struc-

ture space, such that Ga+X — Ga is Hausdorff, and the component algebra over

Ga+1 — Ga is homogeneous. The latter algebras may be characterized as continuous

sections of certain fiber bundles (see [6, §10]); hence the classification of GCR

algebras is reduced to finding how homogeneous algebras may be "put together".

An analogous structure space was defined for Choquet simplexes, and more

generally for simplex spaces in [7] and [8]. In this paper we shall investigate com-

position series for simplex spaces. The most promising candidates for the com-

ponents of such a composition series are the "C-spaces", the simplex spaces of

the form C0(X), where X is a locally compact Hausdorff space. We say that a

simplex space is a "GC-space" if it has such a composition series. We have suc-

ceeded in characterizing the separable GC-spaces in Theorem 5.1 as the separable

simplex spaces for which the extremal states form an Fa subset of the states, and

closed subsets of the structure space are second category in themselves. By con-

structing various AAspaces in §7, we show that both of these conditions are

necessary, even for this restricted class of simplex spaces.

§1 is devoted to several preliminary results concerning closed ideals and quotients

of simplex spaces. In §2 we define a " C-ideal " in a simplex space to be a closed ideal

which is itself a C-space. In Theorem 2.2 we show that if J is such an ideal in a

simplex space A, then points in max/ may be separated from distinct points in

max A by disjoint open sets. This and other results are false (see §7.1) when one

assumes only that J is an AZ-space, or equivalently (see Corollary 2.6) that max J

is Hausdorff. To avoid this difficulty, we define an "AAideal" / to be a closed

ideal for which max/ is "separated" in max A. Equivalent conditions are given

in Theorem 2.5.

In §§3 and 4 we consider a general theory of composition series. The reader may

wish to avoid the somewhat tedious and routine proofs of these sections on a first

reading of the paper. The theory is applicable when the components are C-ideals,

AAideals, or M-ideals with locally compact structure. The simplex spaces which
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are exhausted by such series are called GC-, GM-, and GMFC-spaces, respectively.

These are distinct classes even for the separable M-spaces (see §7).

In §5 we prove the main theorems of the paper. Separable GC- and GMLC-

spaces are characterized in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for a CM-space to be GMLC are given in Theorem 5.3.

In §6 we give a simplex space analogue of the Bishop-de Leeuw peaking descrip-

tion of the Choquet boundary of a function algebra. This in part generalizes a

result of Rogalski for simplex spaces with "good spectrum" (see [15, Theorem 3]).

We conclude by constructing various examples in §7.

We shall use the notation and definitions of [7] and [8]. We always assume that

a topological space is nonempty, and that a simplex space has at least one nonzero

vector. We recall that if A is a simplex space, there is a continuous one-to-one

map of EPX(A) — {0} onto max A defined by p->{p}L. We will write MA(p) or

Mp for the latter ideal, and p(M) or pM for the pre-image of a maximal ideal M.

Regarding the elements of A as functions on both EPX(A) — {0} and max A, we

have a(M) = a(pM). These functions define the topology on EPx(A) — {0}. The

closure of EPX(A) is denoted by ZA.

If Q is a closed face containing 0 in PX(A), we let

R(Q) = {ap:pe E(Q), 0 ^ a s¡ 1} = [0, l]F(ß),

i.e., R(Q) consists of the "extremal rays" in Q.

By an isomorphism of simplex spaces, we shall mean an isometric order iso-

morphism.

1. Ideals and quotients. Let Ij=A be a closed ideal in a simplex spaced, and

6: A^- A\I be the quotient map. Then the adjoint map 9*: (Ají)* -*■ A* is an

isometry and a weak* homeomorphism onto 7°. As we saw in [7, Theorem 3.4],

6* is also an order isomorphism; hence it restricts to an affine isomorphism of

PX(A/I) onto the face 71 in PX(A), and thence to a homeomorphism of EPX(A/I) — {0}

onto F(7x)-{0}. From [7, Theorem 4.4], if M g max .4/7, then 6~1(M)e max A

and M-> 6'\M) is a homeomorphism of max A\I onto A(7). Furthermore the

diagram

FF1(^/7)-{0}--^F(7^)-{0} £ EPx(A)-{0}

max A\I-> h(I) s max A

is commutative. We shall often identify max A\I and A(7) as topological spaces.

If we regard the elements of A/I as functions on max Ají, they may be identified

with the restrictions of elements of A to the closed set A(7).

Let 7#{0} be a closed ideal in a simplex space A. From [7, Theorem 4.4], the

restriction map p: A* ->J* restricts to a continuous affine map px of PX(A) onto
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Ai(y), and thence to a continuous one-to-one map pE of EPX(A)—JL onto

EPX(J) — {0}. If M e max A — h(J), then r¡A(M) = M nj e max J, and r¡A is a

homeomorphism of max A — h(J) onto max /. The diagram

EPX(A)-JL-> EPx(J)-{0}
Pe

(1.2) Ma Mj

max A - h(J)-*■ max /
Va

is commutative. We shall often identify max J and max A —h(J) as topological

spaces. If we regard elements of Jas functions on max J, then they may be identified

with the elements in A which vanish off the open set max A — h(J).

It is important to note that pE apparently need not be a homeomorphism;

hence the elements of J might not determine the topology on EPX(A)—JL. On the

other hand we do have

Lemma 1.1. If K is a compact subset of EPx(J) — {0}, then pE~1(K) is compact in

EP^-J1.

Proof. Letting px : PX(A) -> PX(J) be the restriction map, it suffices to show that

prXAAC/MO}) s EPX(A)-J^

since then p¿ 1(K) = px1(K) will be closed and thus compact in PX(A).

If a e EPx(J)-{0}, the set Q = px1(q) is a closed nonempty face in PX(A) disjoint

from the face J l. If Q did not consist of a single extreme point, E(Q) would contain

more than one point. Since E(Q)^EPX(A)—JL, this would contradict the fact that

px is one-to-one on the latter set. Thus px1(q)={p}, where p e EPX(A)—J.

If 7 and J are closed ideals in a simplex space A, then Davies has shown [4]

that /+1 is again a closed ideal. We also have

Lemma 1.2. Suppose that I^A, /^{O}, and that B, is the quotient map of A onto

A\I. Then the relative and quotient norms and orderings coincide on 9¡(J)=J+I¡I,

and the latter is a closed ideal in Ají. Let us identify max 7+7/7 with an open subset

of max A11, and then identify max A\I and max / with closed and open subsets of

max A, respectively. When regarded as subsets of max A,

(1.3) max J+I/I = max / n max A\I.

Proof. The remark concerning norms is trivial. The relative ordering is defined

by the cone

/+ 7/7 n (Ají)+ = J+I/I nA +¡I

= (/ + I)nA+¡I = (J+iy¡I,
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and the latter is the quotient cone. Since 7+7/7 is a simplex space [7, Theorem 3.4],

it follows that 7+7/7 is closed in Afl, and positively generated. It is an ideal, for

suppose that

0^a + 7^A+7,       b+lej+ljl.

Then letting u, v e I be such that 0 ̂  a+u, a g A + v, we have

0 ^ a + u á b + u + veJ+I,

hence a+uej+l, and a + IeJ+I¡I.

We have

max 7+7/7 = {M e max A\I : M $ 7+7/7}

= {Me max A : M $ 7+7, M 2 7}

= {M g max ^ : M $ 7, M 2 /}

= max J n max .4/7.

We have a natural isomorphism

(1.4) 7+7/7^7/7 n 7

defined by a +1 -> a + 7 n 7 for a e J. Noting that elements of 7 vanish outside of

max 7,

||a+7|| = sup{|a(M)| : M g max .4/7}

= sup {|a(M)| : M e max 7 n max .4/7}

= sup{|a(Af)| : M g max 7—max 7}

= sup{|a(M)| : MemaxJ¡Ir\J} = ||a + /n7||,

hence (1.4) is an isometry. The same identifications show that a+7ä0 if and only

ifa + /n7^0.

2. C- and M-ideals. A simplex space is a C-space if it is isomorphic as an

ordered Banach space to C0(X), the real continuous functions vanishing at oo

on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. For simplex spaces with identity, the

following result is essentially due to H. Bauer [16].

Proposition 2.1. If A is a simplex space, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is a C-space.

(2) The elements of A are continuous on max A, i.e., MA is a homeomorphism.

(3) EPX(A) is closed in PX(A).

(4) max A is locally compact Hausdorff, and A = C0(max A).

Proof. We have proved the equivalence of (2)-(4) in [8, Theorem 3.10]. (4) => (1)

is trivial. To prove (1) => (3), suppose that A = C0(X), A" locally compact Hausdorff.

Let Xx = Xu {oo} be the one-point compactification of X. A may be identified

with the functions in C(Xa>) vanishing at oo. We define a continuous map 8 of
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X„ into Ai04) by 8(x)(a)=a(x). Letting 8A be the xeXm for which ||8(;t)|=0

or 1, we have from [8, Lemma 4.1] that 8(8A) = EPX(A). If xe X, we may find

ae A with ||a|| g 1 and a(x)=l. Thus 8A = X<X¡, and EPX(A) is a continuous image

of a compact set.

A C-ideal in a simplex space A is a closed ideal which is itself a C-space or {0}.

A point x in a topological space X is separated if for any v#x there are open dis-

joint neighborhoods G and Hofx and >>, respectively. Equivalently (see [10, p. 67]),

if a net xv in X converges to x then it cannot converge to any other point. A subset

A of A1 is separated in X if all of its points are separated in X. It is readily verified

that if S is such a set, compact subsets of S are closed in X. Identifying max J

with the open set max A — h(J),

Theorem 2.2. LetJ^ {0} be a closed ideal in a simplex space A. If J is a C-ideal, then

(1) Compact subsets of max J are closed in max A.

(2) max / is separated in max A.

(3) Elements ofi J are continuous on max A.

(A) Elements of A restrict to continuous functions on max A

(5)ZAsEPx(A)vJ\

Conversely if J satisfies any one of conditions (3)-(5), it is a C-ideal.

To prove this, we need

Lemma 2.3. Let A be a simplex space, and suppose that a netpv e EPX(A) converges

to a point q e PX(A). If Q is the smallest closed face containing q and 0 in PX(A), then

Mv converges to M „for all p e E(Q) — {0}.

Proof. Ifp e E(Q) — {0}, and AfPv does not converge to Mp, then there is a closed

set As max A such that MVv e F frequently, but Mp £ A. If we let A be the closed

face in PX(A) containing 0 with A= MA(E(R)-{0}), then pv e A frequently; hence

a e A and gç A. This contradicts the fact that/> $ A(A) = A n AA^).

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Referring to diagram (1.2) we are given that M, is a

homeomorphism. If Aç max J is compact, Mj 1(K) is compact, and from Lemma

1.1, Kx = pË1Mf1(K) is compact in EP^-J1. It follows from [8, Corollary 3.5]

that r¡â \K) = MA(KX) is closed in max A — h(J).

In the remainder of the proof, we identify max J and max A—h(J). To prove (2),

suppose that MjemaxA M2emaxA, and MX=£M2. If Ai2emaxA we may

separate Mx and M2 since max J is locally compact Hausdorff ((4) of Proposition

2.1). If M2 $ max/, let G be an open neighborhood of Mx with compact relative

closure in max J. From (1), the relative closure must be closed in max A. Thus

G and the complement of its closure separate Mx and M2.

To prove (3), suppose that ueJ and Mv -> M is a convergent net in max A.

If M e max J, then eventually Mv e max /, and u(Mv) -> u(M) follows from (4) of

Proposition 2.1. If M $ max J, then h(A/)=0. Given e>0, the set

K= {Ne max A : \u(N)\ ^ e}
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is a compact subset of max/ [7, Proposition 4.5]; hence, from (1), it is closed in

max .4. Since M $ K, we must eventually have MV$K, hence |w(Mv)|<e. We

conclude that u(Mv) -> u(M).

Turning to (4), it suffices to prove that if a e A, and G is an open subset with

compact relative closure in max 7, then a is continuous on G. Let u e 7= C0(max J)

be such that u(M) = l for M eG. u exists since max 7 is locally compact. From

(3), u is continuous on max A; hence uae A [8, Theorem 2.1]. Since ua(M) = 0 for

M^maxJ, uaeJ, and ua is also continuous on max A. Since ua(M) = a(M) for

M e G, a is continuous on G.

To prove (5), suppose that pv is a net in EPX(A) converging to q e PX(A), and

that q ÇJ1. Let Q be the smallest closed face in PX(A) containing q and 0. Since

oí/1, we may choose

PoeE(Q)-J^EPx(A)-J\

From Lemma 2.3, if p eE(Q)—{0}, then MPv-> Mp, and in particular MPv

->MPo e max 7. Since MPo is separated in max .4, E(Q)—{0} = {po} and Q is the

line segment joining 0 and p0. Let q = ap0,0<a^l, and choose ueJ with

u(MPo)^0. Then

"M>») = />v(«) -> ?(w) = apo(")»

and since w is continuous on max J,

u(MPv) -> m(MPo) = />„(")•

Thus a = l, and <7=/>0 eFF,^)-/1.

That (3) and (4) imply 7 is a C-ideal is apparent from (2) of Proposition 2.1.

Since px(EPx(A)) = EPX(J) and ZA = [EPX(A)] " is compact, we have from (5),

[EPX(J)]~ = Px(ZA) £ Px(EPx(A)) u Pl(^) = EPX(J),

and (3) of Proposition 2.1 implies that 7 is a C-ideal.

At this point it would seem reasonable to define an "M-ideal" in a simplex

space to be a closed ideal which is itself an M-space or {0}. However, since the

analogue of Theorem 2.2 is not true for such ideals (see §7.1), it is necessary to

consider a "relative" property. We say that a closed ideal 7 in a simplex space A

is an M-ideal if J={0}, or/satisfies one of the conditions of Theorem 2.5 (see below).

Let F(max A) be the uniformly bounded functions on max A with the uniform

norm. F(max A) is an algebra and a lattice ordered Banach space (in fact, a C-

space) under the usual operations. As in [8, §2], we may identify A as a Banach

space with a closed subspace Ä of F(max A), since

||a|| = sup{|a(A/)| : Memax^}

(this is a simple consequence of the Krein-Milman Theorem—see the proof of
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[7, Proposition 4.5]). The ordering on A coincides with the relative ordering on A'

since

A+ = {aeA : p(a) ä 0 for all p e PX(A)}

= {aeA:p(a)^0 for all p e EPX(A) -{0}}

= {aeA : a(M) ^ 0 for all M e max A}.

The first equality follows from [7, Theorem 2.2]. The second is due to the fact that

if a is the least value a assumes on PX(A),

Q = {pePx(A):p(a) = a)

is a closed nonempty face in PX(A); hence ifp(a)<0 for some/? ePX(A), the same

is true for some p' e EPX(A).

When we use the symbols A and V below, we are taking minima and maxima

in the lattice A(max A). We let M(A) be the elements ae A+ such that for all

6e^4+, a Abe A. We recall that RPX(A) consists of the extremal rays of PX(A)

containing 0, i.e., the line segments joining 0 to extreme points.

The following is proved in [2, pp. 99-100].

Lemma 2.4. Let K be a compact convex set in a locally convex space. If Q is a

closed face in K and p. is a probability measure with resultant r(p) in Q, then

supp/xsg.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that J¥={0} is a closed ideal in a simplex space A. Then

the following are equivalent:

(1) J+<=M(A).
(2) max J is separated in max A.

(3)Za^RPx(A)kjJ\

Proof. (1) => (2). Suppose that Mx e max J (the latter regarded as a subset of

max A) and that M2 e max A, MX^M2. Choose u eJ+ with u(Mx)^0 and u(M2)

= 0. This exists since if M2 e max J, MxnJ and M2nJ are distinct maximal

ideals in /; hence we may select uejn M2—Jn Mx. We may assume «3:0 since

J n M2 is a closed ideal, and thus is positively generated. If M2 $ max J, we may

take any ueJ+—Mx. Similarly, let aeA+ be such that a(Mx) — 0, a(M2)^0.

Since u A a e A, the sets

{M : u(M) > a(M)} = {M :(u-u A a)(M) > 0},

{M : a(M) > u(M)} = {M : (a-u a a)(M) > 0},

are open [7, Proposition 4.7], and separate Mx and M2.

(2) => (3). Suppose that pv is a net in AA^) converging to q e PX(A), and that

q$JL. Letting Q be the smallest closed face in PX(A) containing a and 0, we have

Q is the line segment joining 0 to an element p0 e EPX(A) — {0} (see the proof of

(5) in Theorem 2.2). Thus a e AA^).
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(3) => (1). From [8, Corollary 2.5], we may identify A with <s^0(ZA), the affine

continuous functions on ZA, vanishing at 0. If ueJ+, and ae A + , consider the

function f(p) = min {«(/»), a(p)} defined on ZA. fis continuous and vanishes at 0.

To show it is affine, say that p eZA and pp is the extremal measure with resultant

p. Ifp eJ1, then from Lemma 2.4 the support of pp is contained in the closed «face

J1. Since u is zero on J1, and a 2:0,

mpCO = o =/(/>).

Ifp ^JL,we ha\ep = aq, where q e EPX(A) — {0}, 0<a$; 1. Then/ip = a8a + (l—a)S0,

and since u, ae J#0(ZA),

MpCO = <*Aq) = « min W(q), a(q)}

= min {au(q), aa(q)} = min {pp(u), pp(a)}

= min {u(p), a(p)} = f(p).

It folio vs that/G A, and if M g max A,

f(M) = f(pM) = min {u(pM), a(pM)} = u A a(M).

If u e M(A), one cannot conclude that u A a e A for nonpositive ae A.

P. Taylor has shown that if such an element u exists, then A is an M-space.

It is clear from (3) of Theorem 2.5 and Rogalski's characterization of M-spaces

(see [15, Theorem 2]) that a simplex space is an M-ideal in itself if and only if it

is an M-space. Thus we may delete the condition of separability in [8, Theorem 3.8]

(this result has been independently obtained by F. Perdrizet).

Corollary 2.6. If A is a simplex space the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is an M-space.

(2) max A is Hausdorff.

(3) ZA^RPX(A).

The following technical results will play an important role in Theorem 5.2. If

A is a simplex space, define MA : RPX(A) — {0} -> max A by

MA(p) = mApIWpÍ).

Let I^A and 7#{0} be closed ideals in A. Then the following diagrams commute:

(2.1)

(2.2)

RP1(Air)-{0}—»R(!'-)-{0} £ RPx(A)-{0}
_ " _
Mm MA

Y Y

max Ají-> h(I) s max A

RPX(A)-JL-> RPx(J)-{0}
— PR —
MA Mj

Y Y

max A — h(J)-> max 7
Va
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where pB is the restriction of px: PX(A) -*■ PX(J). Since px restricts to a one-to-one

map on EPX(A)-Jl, the same is true on RPX(A)-JX. Again it is not clear that pB

is a homeomorphism, but we have the following analogue of Lemma 1.1.

Lemma 2.7. Suppose that J is an M-ideal in a simplex space A. If K is a compact

subset of AAi(/)-{0}, then pB\K) is compact in RP^-J1.

Proof. Since J is an AZ-ideal, upon taking closures in PX(A) we have

[AAiCO]- £ RPX(A)KJJ\

[0, l][EPx(A)]~ is compact, hence closed in PX(A), and

[AA^)]- £ [0, l][EPx(A)]~ s RPX(A)UJ\

It follows that

(2.3) [p^K)]- ^RPX(A)UJ\

But px is continuous on PX(A) and A is closed in PX(J) ; hence

(2.4) PiilpiKK)]-) s K.

Since 0 <£ K, we conclude from (2.3) that

\pi\K)Y £ RPX(A)-J\

Pr = Pi\RPÁ.A)-Jl is a bijection, and we have from (2.4) that pB1(K) = [pB1(K)]~ ;

hence pB 1(K) is compact.

3. Composition series of open sets. We must consider various properties that

open subsets G of a topological space X can satisfy, such as

M:G is separated in X.

MLC.G is separated in X and locally compact in the relative topology.

If A==max A with A a simplex space, we may reformulate M (see (2) of Theorem

2.5).

M:G = max/ where J is an Af-ideal in A.

We also have the property

C:G = max J where J isa C-ideal in A.

In order to make our discussion precise, we define a property or topological

property A to be a family of topological spaces 0s, together with a collection Px

of open subsets for each X e0>. We will assume that if X e 0, then with their relative

topologies, the nonempty open subsets and the nonempty closed subsets of X

also lie in ̂ . If G e Px, we write G £ P X and say that G is a P-set in X. If Xç p x,

we say that X is a P-space. For M and MAC we let 3P be all topological spaces,

and for C, a* is the locally closed subsets of a given structure space (see §4).

If A is a property, we say that it is inductive if for X e 0> and F+ 0 closed in X,

Ix. GSpJIf implies that Go AsPA.

It is clear that M and MLC are inductive, and we shall prove the same for C in §4.
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Given a property F and a space X e SP, we say that an open subset G of X is

GP in X, written G £ GP X, if for each closed subset F of X, either G n F= 0 or

G n F contains a nonempty relatively open F-subset of F. GF is again a property,

and we will use the terminology "generalized F" or "almost F". From above, X

is a GP-space if Z£ GP X. We say A is an NP-space (or " nowhere F") if it contains

no nonempty open F-set.

Proposition 3.1. Let P be an inductive property. If XeSP, there is a largesf-GP

open subset G in X, and X— G is NP or empty. Furthermore there is a collection of

distinct open subsets Gy indexed by ordinals 0 ̂  y ̂  y0, such that

(1) Go=0,Gy=G.
(2) If y < y0, then Gy is a proper subset ofGy+x and Gy+x — GySP X— Gy.

(3) If y ̂ y0 is a limit ordinal, then Gy={Jß<y Gß.

Proof. Given X, let G0= 0. Suppose that we have defined open Gß for ordinals

ß<y. If y is a limit ordinal, let Gy = \Je<y Gß. If y is not a limit ordinal, let

Gy = Gy-x if Gy-X = Xor X-Gy-X is NP. Otherwise let G'y^ 0 be a relatively open

F-set in X— Gy-X, and let Gy=G'y u Gy-X. Let y0 be the first ordinal with Gyo=Gyo+1,

and let G = Gyo. Then X-G is NP or 0. It is clear that the Gy satisfy (2) and (3).

Since Go=0,Go^GPX. Suppose that we have proved Gß£GPX for allß<y, and

that Fis closed in A" with F c\Gy+0. Letting ß0 ú y be the first ordinal with F n GBa

7^0, it is clear from (3) that ß0 is not a limit ordinal. From (2) and Ix, Fn

(Gß0-Gßo.x) = FnGßotea F-set in Fn (X-Gio_») = F. Thus GysGP A.

Suppose that 77 is a GF open set in X. If 77$ G, then 77 n (X— G) must contain

a nonempty, relatively open F-subset of X— G. This contradicts the fact that X— G

is NP.

We will refer to a sequence Gy having the above properties as a P-composition

series.

If F is inductive, then letting X= G in Ix, we have that nonempty closed subsets

of a F-space are F-spaces. Since for any property F, GP is inductive (see below),

closed subsets of GF-spaces are again GF-spaces. To obtain an analogous argu-

ment for open sets, we say that a property F is strongly inductive if given X e 3P,

Gx, G2 open and F closed in X, it satisfies Ix and

72. GxsG2sXand GXSPXimply Gx^pG2.

I3. GX^G2ÇPXimplies Gx£PX.

74. Gi S pFs Z implies Gx £ P X.

It is readily verified that M and MLC are strongly inductive. We shall prove the

same for C in §4. Note that letting Gx = G2 in 72, a nonempty open F-set must itself

be a F-space. Letting G2 = X in 73, it follows that a nonempty open subset of a

F-space is a F-space.

Lemma 3.2. IfP is any property, then GP is inductive. If P is strongly inductive,

then so is GP.
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Proof. Let A be an arbitrary property, and suppose that G £ aP X and A is closed

in X. A closed subset of G n F must have the form G n A', A' closed in X, A' £ A.

Since G £ aP X, if G n A' # 0, then G n A' contains a nonempty relatively open

A-set in A'. Thus G n A£Gi,A.

Suppose that A is strongly inductive. If Gx £ G2 £ X and Gt £ aP X, then given A

closed in G2, A= F' n G2, A' closed in X, and FnGx = F' nGx. Choose A relatively

open in A' n Gj with 0 /A£PA'. We have A£A£A', and A is relatively open

in A'. From 72 for A, A£P A, and we conclude GA satisfies 72.

If Gi£G2£GP X, then since GA is inductive, Gi n A£G2 n A£GPA. Thus to

prove Gj £ 0P X, all we need show is that if Gi ^ 0, then Gj contains a nonempty

A-subset of X. Letting Xy, 0 g y g y0 be a A-composition series for X, we have from

Proposition 3.1 that G2£lr?0. Let yigy0 be the first ordinal with Gx n Xyi=£ 0.

Then yx is not a limit ordinal. From (2) of Proposition 3.1 and 73 for A,

Gx n Xn = Gxn (Xri-Xn-X) £P X—Xri-i.

Thus from 74 for A, Gi n Zn £ P X, and GA satisfies 73.

Suppose Gi £ aP A£ X, Gx open and A closed in X. If A' is closed in X, Gx n A'

£ GP F n A' £ A'. Thus to show Gi £ GP X, it suffices to show that if Gx + 0, it

contains a nonempty A-set in X. This follows from 74 for A.

Corollary 3.3. T/- A is strongly inductive, then open and closed subsets of a

GP-space are GP-spaces.

A topological space is said to be K„ if it is a countable union of compact sets,

and locally K„ if the Aff-open subsets form a basis. It is clear that both open and

closed subsets of a locally Ka space are locally Ka.

Lemma 3.4. If A is a simplex space, then max A is locally Ka.

Proof. Let MQ be a point in max A, and G be an open neighborhood of M0.

If J is the closed ideal corresponding to G, we may choose u ej+ with u(Mo)^0.

From [7, Proposition 4.5],

G' = {M : u(M) + 0} = U {M ■ <M) St 1/«}
n

is a K„ open set with M0 eG'zG.

Applying this to C-spaces, we have the well-known result that locally compact

Hausdorff spaces are locally K„. We note that a similar proof shows that the

primitive ideal space of a C*-algebra is locally Ka.

We recall that a topological space X is second category if countable intersections

of dense open sets are nonempty. X is Baire if such intersections are dense, or

equivalently, each open set is second category. We say that X is strongly Baire if

each closed set is Baire, or equivalently, each locally closed set (i.e., the inter-

section of an open and a closed set) is second category in itself. In contrast to
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C*-algebras, the structure space of a simplex space need not be strongly Baire

[7, §5], or locally compact [8, Theorem 4.3].

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that X is locally K„. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) X is strongly Baire and almost separated (i.e., GM).

(2) X is almost locally compact separated (i.e., GMLC).

Proof. (1) => (2). If F,¿ 0 is a closed subset of X, let G^ 0 be a relatively open

separated subset. Since F is locally Ka, we may choose a K„ open set G' ^ 0 with

G' £ G. Let G' = [J Cn, with Cn compact. Since G' is second category, there is an

«o with 77=int C„0^ 0. Since G is separated in F, C„0 is closed in F, hence from

h, 77£MLCCno£ F implies 77£MLCF.

(2) => (1). Since MFC is strongly inductive, we have from Corollary 3.3 that

open and closed subsets of an almost locally compact separated space have the

same property. Thus it suffices to show that if X is such a space, then X is second

category. Let G^ 0 be a locally compact Hausdorff subset of X. If Gn, « = 1,2,...

are dense open sets in X, then G C\ Gn are dense open sets in G. Since any locally

compact Hausdorff space is second category, it follows that (~)n G n Gn ̂  0, hence

HnGn^0.

4. Composition series of closed ideals. By analogy to §3, we must consider

various properties that closed ideals 7 in a simplex space A can satisfy, such as

M:/ is an M-ideal in A.

MLC.J is an M-ideal in A and max 7 is locally compact.

C:7is a C-ideal in A.

A simplex property is an association with each simplex space A of a family of

closed ideals PA. If J e PAwe write J z PA and say that J is a P-ideal in A.'lf AzPA

we say that A is a P-space. We will consider only simplex properties that are pre-

served under isomorphisms, i.e., if 9: A -> A' is an isomorphism onto, then 7£P.4

if and only if 0(7) £ P 0(.4).

We note that M and MLC are derived from corresponding topological properties.

If F is any such property, and 9 contains the structure spaces of Simplexes, we

obtain a simplex property by letting JsPA if max 7£Pmax A.

Conversely, a simplex property defines a collection of topological properties.

For each simplex space A0, let ^0 be all the nonempty locally closed subsets of

max A0. Each X in ¿?Ao has the form G0 n F0 with G0 open, F0 closed in max A0.

We let

A(G0,F0) = 0,o(7o)=7o + /o//o,

where Io^Aq, 70^{0} are the closed ideals in AQ with F0 = max A0II0, G0 = max70.

From (1.3) we have

X = G0 O F0 = max .4(G0, F0)
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when the latter is considered a subset of max A0. The relatively open subsets G

of X have the form max J, where J is a closed ideal in A(G0, F0). We say G is a

P-set in X, written G£PX, if J^PA(G0, A„). This definition does not depend upon

(G0, A0) since if G0 n F0 = Gxn Fx, then there is an isomorphism of A(G0, F0) onto

Mßi, Fx) which identifies the ideals corresponding to a given relatively open

subset of X.

We say that a simplex property A is inductive if for each simplex space A and

closed ideals I±A,J

I'X:J£:PA implies/+7/7£PA\I.

We say A is strongly inductive if in addition,

I2 :JX £/2 £ A and Jxç=PA imply A: £ PJ2.

I3:JX^J2^PA implies JX£PA.

I'l:Jx nl={0} and JX+III^PA[Iimply JxsPA.

We have:

Lemma A.I. A simplex property is (strongly) inductive if and only if the correspond-

ing topological properties are (strongly) inductive.

Proof. Let A0 be a simplex space, and G^G0 and A£A0 be open and closed

subsets of max A0, respectively. The open and closed subsets of X=G0 n F0 have

the form G n F0 and G0 n A, respectively. On the other hand, the closed ideals in

A=A(G0, A0) have the form J=A(G, A0). We may restate Ix of §3 for X=G0 n F0

as follows :

GnFo£pG0nAo   implies   GnA£PG„nA,

or, from the definition of £P for locally closed sets,

A(G, A0) £ P A(G0, A„)   implies   A(G, A) £ P A(G0, A).

But letting I=A(G0-F,F0), there is a natural isomorphism of A(G0, A) onto

A¡I=A(G0, A0)/7, which carries A(G, F) onto J+I/I=A(G, F0)+I¡I. Thus

J SpA   implies   J+IjI £P Ají,

and noting that 7 is a general closed ideal in A, we have the equivalence of Ix and

Ii-

The equivalences of 72) I2 and 73, I3 are trivial. Letting G0, A0, X, G, A be as

above, we may restate 74 :

Gn A0 £PG0n As G0n A0   implies   G n A0 £P G0 n A0.

We have G n A„ £ G0 n A if and only if

[GnA0]n[(G0-A)nA0] = 0,

or regarding A(G, F0) and I=A(G0-F, F0) as ideals in y4(G0, A0),

(4.1) A(G, F0)nl = {0}.
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Assuming G n FoSG0(^ F, we have G n F0ZpG0<^ F if and only if G n F

ZpG0nF, i.e., A(G, F)zPA(G0, F). Using the natural isomorphism of the

previous paragraph, we have G n F0£PG0 n F if and only if we have (4.1) and

A(G, F0) + IIISpA(G0, F0)/7. Letting A = A(G0, F„) and J=A(G, F0), we have the

equivalence of 74 and 74.

Given a simplex property F, we say that a closed ideal J is GP in a simplex space

A, written 7£GP.4, if for all closed ideals I^A, 7£7 or 7+7/7 contains a nonzero

closed F-ideal in AI I. We say that A is an NP-space if it contains no nonzero F-ideal.

In terms of the corresponding topological property, 7£GP.4 if and only if max 7

£GPmax A, and A is A^F if and only if that is the case for max A. We have:

Proposition 4.2. Let P be an inductive simplex property. Then in each simplex

space A there is a largest GP-ideal J. IfJ^A, then A\J is NP. There is a collection

of distinct closed ideals Jy indexed by ordinals 0 ^ y ^ y0 such that

(l')70={0},7yo=7.

(2') Ify<y0, then Jy is a proper subset ofJy+x, andJyJrX\Jy^pA\Jy.

(3') Ify^yo is a limit ordinal, then Jy= [\Jß<yJß]~■

If P is strongly inductive, then ideals and quotients of GP-spaces are again GP-

spaces.

Proof. Using the corresponding topological property for locally closed subsets

of Z=max A, let Gy and G be open sets as described in Proposition 3.1, and Jy,

7 the closed ideals in A with Gy = max7y, G = max J. Then (l')-(3') follow from

(l)-(3) and the following remarks. From the inclusion

Gy+X-Gy = Gy+Xn (X-Gy) £P X— Gy,

we conclude that

A(Gy+x, X-Gy) £P A(X, X-Gy),

i.e., JyJrX\Jy^pA\Jy. Let y be a limit ordinal. Since the Gß,ß<y, form an increasing

sequence, the same is true for Jß, and \Jß<yJß = ^ß<yJß. The latter and its closure

I are ideals (see [7, §3]), and

max 7 = X—h(I) = X- C\ h(Jß) = (J maxJß = max7y;
e<r ß<y

hence I=Jy.

The remainder of the proposition follows from Corollary 3.3.

We shall refer to a sequence of closed ideals 7r having the above properties as a

P-composition series for A.

We say that a simplex property F is absolute if closed ideals are F-ideals if and

only if they are themselves F-spaces, i.e., if 7 is a closed ideal in A,

J £P A   if and only if   J çP 7.

If this is not the case, we say that F is relative. From its definition C is absolute,
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whereas M and A/AC are relative (see §7.1). If A is absolute, I'x and I3 may be

restated

/£P7   implies   7/7 nj £P//7 nj

and

Jx £ J2   and   J2 £P/2   imply   Jxç,PJx,

respectively, and both 72 and /¡ are vacuous. Thus an absolute property is (strongly)

inductive if and only if (ideals and) quotients of A-spaces are A-spaces. Also it is

clear that if A is absolute, the same is true for GP.

Proposition 4.3. The simplex properties M, MLC, and C are strongly inductive.

Proof. Since the topological properties M and MLC are strongly inductive,

we have from Proposition 4.1 that the same is true for the corresponding simplex

properties. From the above discussion, it suffices to show that if J^{0} and I+A

are closed ideals in a C-space A, then J and A\I are C-spaces. But J and A\I may

be identified with the functions in A vanishing off max J and the restrictions of

functions in A to max A11. In both cases, elements are continuous on the structure

space; hence, from (2) of Proposition 2.1, J and A\I are C-spaces.

From Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 we conclude that every simplex space contains

largest GM-, GMLC-, and GC-ideals, and that both ideals and quotients of GM-,

GMLC-, and GC-spaces are the same.

5. The main theorems. A subset of a topological space is Fa if it is a countable

union of closed subsets of the space. We will show in §§7.2 and 7.3 that neither

condition (1) npr (2) of Theorem 5.1 may be omitted, even when A is a separable

Ai-space.

Theorem 5.1. If A is a separable simplex space, then A is a GC-space if and only if

(1) EPX(A) is Fa in PX(A) (or equivalently is Ka),

(2) closed subsets of max A are second category in themselves.

One may replace (2) by

(2') max A is strongly Baire.

Proof. Suppose that A satisfies (1) and (2). We must show that each quotient

A of A contains a nonzero C-ideal. Since the maps 9* and 0_1 of (1.1) are homeo-

morphisms, we have.that EPX(B) is K„ and max A is second category for each

quotient A. Thus changing our notation, it suffices to show that if A is a simplex

space with EPX(A) a Ka set and max A second category, then A contains a nonzero

C-ideal.

Let An be an increasing sequence of closed, and thus compact subsets of PX(A)

with EPX(A) = \J Kn. We may assume that 0 e An for all «. If A is a closed subset

of Kn containing 0, it is dilated in the simplex PX(A) ; hence its closed convex hull

Q = c(F) is a face in PX(A) containing 0 [8, Theorem 3.3]. Since F=E(Q) (see
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[14, p. 9]), F-{0} is closed as a subset of max A, and the weak* and structure

topologies coincide on each set Kn — {0}. Since elements of A are weak* continuous,

they restrict to structurally continuous functions on MA(Kn — {0}). Since max A is

second category, and is the union of the closed sets MA(Kn—{0}), one of the latter

must have interior G^ 0 in max A. Letting 7be the closed ideal in A with G = max7,

elements of A restrict to continuous functions on max 7, and from Theorem 2.2,

7£c.4.
Conversely, suppose that A is a GC-space. Since A is separable, PX(A) is compact

metric and thus separable. Let Jy, 0¿y¿yo be a C-composition series for A. The

sets 7, form a strictly decreasing transfinite sequence of closed sets in PX(A) ; hence

y0 must be countable (see [11, §19, II]). We have

max .4 =   U   [max7y+i-max7j,],
r<ro

hence

EPx(A)-{0} =   U   [(EPX(A)-J^X)-(EPX(A)-J^)]
y<yo

-   U   [E(Jj)-E(Jj+x)l
r<ro

It suffices to show that By=E(Jy-)-E(Jy-+x) is K„. Let 0:A^A¡Jy be the

quotient map. From §1, 0*: EPx(A¡Jy) -> E(Jy) is a homeomorphism; hence it

suffices to show that

f; = 0*-^) = EPx(AiJr)-(jy+xiJyy

is K„. Let px: Px(A¡Jy) ->Px(Jr+xjJy) be the restriction map, and pE the restriction

ofpi:

pE:B'y = EPx(AIJy)-(Jr+xIJyy^EPx(Jr+xIJy)-{0}

(see (1.2)). 7,,+i/F, is a C-space; hence EPx(Jr+xIJy) is closed in Px(Jy+xjJy) (see

Proposition 2.1). It follows that EPx(Jy+ X/Jy) - {0} is second countable, locally

compact, and thus K„. From Lemma 1.1, Fy is also K„.

Since any C-ideal is an M-ideal with locally compact structure, max A is GMLC,

and from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, it is strongly Baire.

Theorem 5.2. If A is a separable simplex space, then A is a GMLC-space if and

only if
(1) RPX(A) is F„ in PX(A) (or equivalently, is K„),

(2) closed subsets of'max A are second category in themselves.

One may replace (2) by

(2') max A is strongly Baire.

Proof. Suppose that A satisfies (1) and (2). From the same argument we used

in Theorem 5.1, it suffices to show that if A is a separable simplex space with

RPX(A) a K„ set and max A second category, then A contains a nonzero, MFC-

ideal.
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Since PX(A) is metrizable and second countable, open subsets are Fa, hence

RPx(A)-{0} is K„. Let An be compact sets with RPX(A)-{0} = \J Kn. If A is a

closed subset of Kn, let A>(A) be all p e PX(A) such that for some a 5:0 and aeA,

p = aq. Then D(F) is clearly dilated in PX(A), and we claim that it is closed. Suppose

pv is a net in D(F) converging to p e Pi (/I). Let pv=avqv, qv e A, ay 5t 0. Choosing a

subnet, we may assume that qv-+qe F. The sequence o¡„ must be eventually

bounded, since if not, av e a^P^A) will imply q=0. Choosing a subnet, we may

assume av ->■ a 2^0. But then avav -*■ aq, p=aq, and p e D(F). From [8, Theorem

3.3], Q = c(D(F)) is a closed face in PX(A) with A(ß)£A(A). We have (see (2.2))

MA(F) = MA(D(F)-{0}) = MA(E(Q)-{0});

hence MA(F) is closed in max A. We conclude that MA: Kn -► max A is a closed

map; hence, since Kn is compact Hausdorff, MA(Kn) is a compact Hausdorff

space (see [3, p. 97]). But max A is second category and it is the union of the closed

sets MA(Kn); hence one of the latter has interior G^ 0 in max A. G is separated in

MA(Kn) and the latter is closed in max A ; hence G is separated in max ^i. It is

also locally compact. Letting J be the closed ideal in A with G=max /, we see that

J is an MLC-ideal in A.

Suppose that A is a GAZ-space. PX(A) is compact metric, hence separable. Let

Jy, 0gygyo, be an AAcomposition series for A. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1,

y0 must be countable, and we have

RPx(A)-{0} = U R(J^)-R(JUi\
y<ro

and it suffices to' show that By = R(Jj)-R(Jyl+x) is K„. Let d:A^-A¡Jy be the

quotient map.

d*:RPx(AIJy)-+R(Jy-)

is a homeomorphism; hence it suffices to show

a; = e*-\By) = RPx(AiJy)-(jy+xuyy

is K0. Let px : Px(AjJy) -> Px(Jy+x¡Jy) be the restriction map, and pR the restriction

of Px:

Pr:B; = RPx(AIJy)-(Jy+xIJyy -* RPx(Jy+xIJy)-{0}

(see (2.2)). Since Jy+x¡Jy is an M-space, RPx(Jy+xIJy) is closed in Px(Jy+xIJy). It

follows that RPx(Jy+xIJy)—{0} is second countable locally compact, and thus K„.

Since Jy+X/Jy is an Af-ideal in A\Jy, we have from Lemma 2.7 that B'y is also Ka.

If A is GMLC, then from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, max A is strongly Baire.

Note that we proved that if A is separable, then A is a GM-space implies RPX(A)

is K„. By using the example in [7, §5] one can easily show the converse is false.

Theorem 5.3. If A is a G M-space, then the following are equivalent:

(1) max A is almost locally compact Hausdorff (i.e., A is a GMLC-space).
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(2) max A is strongly Baire.

(3) If ae A, then for each closed subset F ofmax A, a\F has a point of continuity

in each subset of F that is relatively open and separated in F.

Proof. (1) => (2). This follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5.

(2) =*■ (3). If 7 is a proper closed ideal in A with F= max Ají, we may identify

the functions a|F with the elements of A\I. In addition, closed subsets of max A

are Baire. Thus it suffices to show that if A is a simplex space with Baire structure

space, then each ae A has a point of continuity in each nonempty separated open

subset G. Since G is second category, it will suffice to show that/=a|G is of first

Baire class, i.e., if S is a closed subset of the reals, then f~1(S) is a Ga subset of G

(see [11, §27, X]). The difference of two first Baire class functions is again the same

(see [11, §27, VI]) and A=A + — A + ; hence we may assume a^O.

It will suffice to show that/is upper semicontinuous on G, i.e., given a>0,

the set

F = {M g G :/(M) ^ a} = G n {M g max A : a(M) ^ «}

is relatively closed in G. Suppose that Mv g F converges to M eG. Since C=

{Mg max A : a(M)^a} is compact [7, Proposition 4.5], taking a subnet we may

assume that M„ converges to Ne C. Since G is separated in max A, M=N and

MgF.

(3) => (1). It suffices to show that if A is GM and each ae A has a point of

continuity in each nonempty open separated subset, then max A contains a

nonempty locally compact separated open subset. Since A is GM, there is a separated

open subset G in max A. Let G=max 7, 7 a closed ideal in A, and choose aej+,

aj^O. The set

Gx = {Me max A : a(M) > 0}

is an open subset of G [7, Proposition 4.7], and thus is separated in max A. Let

M0 g Gx be a point of continuity of a. Then letting a(M0) = e>0, the set

C = {M g max A : a(M) ^ e/2}

must have nonempty interior G2 with M0 g G2. On the other hand G2 is an open

subset of the compact Hausdorff space C, and thus is locally compact. G2 is

separated in max A since G2 £ G.

Corollary 5.4. If A is an M-space, then the following are equivalent:

(1) max A is almost locally Compact.

(2) max A is strongly Baire.

(3) If ae A, then for each closed subset F of max A, the points of continuity of

a\F are dense in F.

It might at first seem rather difficult to determine whether EPX(A) or RPX(A)

are F„ in PX(A). That this is often not the case is due to a result in point set topology.
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If S is a subset of a topological space X, define the residue p(S) of S in X by

p(S) = [S-S]- n S. We have (see [11, §30, VI]):

Proposition 5.5. If X is a complete metric space, then a subset S of X is both

G6 and Fa if and only if for each nonempty relatively closed subset F of S, p(F) is a

proper subset of F.

If A is separable, this is applicable to EPX(A), since then PX(A) is metrizable,

and EPX(A) is already Gô (see [14, Proposition 1.3]). The same is true for RPX(A)

since

Lemma 5.6. If A is a separable simplex space, then RPX(A) is G6 in PX(A).

Proof. We say that q, r e PX(A) are proportional if there is an a g [0, 1 ] with

q=ar or r=aq. We have p $ RPX(A) if and only if there exist nonproportional

q, rePx(A) such that p=\q+\r. To show this, note p $ RPX(A) if and only if

p^O and

pl\\p\\ÏEPx(A)-{0} = ES(A).

But the latter will be true if and only if p¡\\p\\ is not the midpoint of two distinct

elements of S(A).

Define Fx, F2zPx(A)xPx(A) by

Fx = {(q,r):q = ar,ae[0, 1]},

?2 = {(q,r) : aq = r,ae[0, 1]},

and 0: PX(A) x PX(A) -> PX(A) by

<r((p,q)) = y+iq-

We have RPx(A)=Px(A)->p(G), where G=Px(A)xPx(A)-Fx u F2. Since the sets

F( are closed, G is open in the compact metric space Px(A)xPx(A), and thus is

Ka. Since >p is continuous, </r(G) is Ka, and RPX(A) is G6.

We note that if EPX(A) is K„, then so is FFj(.4) = [0, l]EPx(A), since productsof

compact sets are the same. The converse is false (see §7.2).

For a typical application of Proposition 5.5, let Pa(A), a^O, be the positive

functions/» satisfying lp\\ ^a.

Proposition 5.7. Let A be a separable simplex space. If for some a< 1 we have

ZA = [EPX(A)Y £ EPX(A) u Pa(A),

then EPX(A) is Fa in PX(A).

Proof. Since Pa(A) is closed,

P(EPX(A)) = [ZA-EPX(A)]~ n EPX(A) £ Pa(A) n EPX(A) = {0};

hence p(p(EPx(A))) = p({0}) = 0. It follows that p must map nonempty relatively

closed subsets of EPX(A) onto proper subsets.
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It is interesting to note that if X is locally compact Hausdorff (e.g., if X=PX(A)),

then a subset 5 of A' is itself locally compact if and only if it is locally closed, or

equivalently, P(S)= 0 (see [12, §39, VII]).

6. The Choquet boundary. We wish to prove an analogue of the Bishop-de

Leeuw characterization of the Choquet boundary of a function algebra (see [14,

§8]). Suppose that X is a compact Hausdorff space and that A is a linear subspace

of C(X) that is a simplex space with the relative norm and ordering. If x e X, the

functional 8(x) defined on A by S(*)(a)=a(x) is positive and of norm less than or

equal to 1, i.e., 8(x) ePx(A). We define the Choquet boundary 8A to be the points

x e X such that 8(x) e EPX(A). We say x e X is a semipeak point if S(x)=0 or for

each y e X with 8(y) ^ 8(x), there is an a e A with

(6.1) a(y) < a(x) = \\a\\.

Theorem 6.1. The Choquet boundary 8A consists of the semipeak points, and

8(8A) equals either EPx(A)-{0} or EPX(A).

Proof. The argument given in [8, Lemma 4.1 ] is still valid ; hence 8(X) 2 EPX(A)

— {0}, and the second assertion follows.

If 8(x) e EPx(A)-{0}, and 8(y)^8(x), let Q be the smallest closed face in PX(A)

containing 8(y). If Q is contained in the line segment [0, 8(x)] joining 0 and 8(x),

then there is an a with 0ga< 1 and 8(j>) = a8(.x). If ae A and a(x)>0,

a(y) = aa(x) < a(x),

and to prove (6.1) it suffices to select a with a(8(x))= \\a|| >0. The existence of

such an element was proved in [8, Lemma 4.1]. If ß$ [0. 8(x)], choose q e E(Q)

— {0, 8(x)}. Mq = [0, q]1 is a (maximal) closed ideal in A [7, Corollary 3.2], and

from the proof of [7, Theorem 4.4], if px is the restriction map,

Px(EPx(A)-{0,q}) = AA^MO}.

The previously mentioned existence theorem gives us an element ae Mq with

a(p)=\\a\\^0. The set

R = {rePx(A):a(r) = ||a||}

is a closed face in PX(A). If a(8(y))=a(y) = ||a||, then 8(y) e R, g£ A, and aeA.

This contradicts the fact that a(a)=0. Thus x is a semipeak point.

Conversely, suppose that 8(x) $ EPX(A), and let Q be the smallest closed face in

PX(A) containing 8(x). Since E(Q)çEPx(A) we may choose y e X with 8(y) e E(Q)

-{0}. We have 8(y)¿8(x). If aeA, define A as above. Then if a(x)= ||a||, 8(x) e R

and g£ A. It follows that 8(y) e A, i.e., a(y)= \\a\\, and inequality (6.1) cannot hold.

Thus x is not a semipeak point.

In the following section, we will say that x e X is a peak point if there is an a e A

such that 0 g a(y) < a(x) for all y with 8(y) ̂  8(x). It is clear that a peak point must

be a semipeak point.
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7. Some examples.

7.1. A closed ideal which is an M-space but not an M-ideal. Let J be the positive

integers, and J* = J\J {co} the one-point compactification of /. Let A £ C(/*) be

all functions a such that

(7.1) «(oo) = K0+K2),

together with the relative norm and ordering. A is a simplex space. (See [2, Theorem

1], [13, p. 78]. The proof simply uses the fact that the map p defined as in [8,

Lemma 4.1] is one-to-one and onto S (A).) Define en on /* for 1 ̂ «^oo by

en(m) = 0       m ^ n

= 1       m = n.

Then en is in A for 3^«<oo, as are the functions

fx = 2ex +    2     e»>        /a = 2e2+    2     £''
3S(S<x> 3gi<¡co

Noting that in particular/! assumes distinct values at 1, 2, and oo, we have that A

distinguishes points in 7*, hence 8: J* -+PX(A) is a homeomorphism. Using en,

3^«<oo, it is clear that « is a peak point for these values. 1 is a peak point since

A(l)>/i(«) for all «^ 1. Similarly 2 is a peak point, oo is not a peak point since

from (7.1), a(co) must lie between a(l) and a(2). Thus dA = J, and from Theorem

6.1,

EPX(A) = {0} u {8(«) : 1 ^ « < co}.

From [7, Corollary 3.2],

7 = {a g .4 : ail) = 0} = {8(1)}^

is a (maximal) closed ideal in A since the line segment joining 0 and 8(1) is a closed

face in PX(A). I may be identified with

{aGC(7*-{l}):a(oo) = ia(2)}.

Since the latter is a sublattice of C(7*-{1}), it is an M-space. On the otherhand,

« —> oo, hence

.»..«„.sa+ffl

and from Lemma 2.3, MS(n) converges to both Mia) and MH2). It follows that

although MH2) e max I, it is not a separated point in max A.

Although I is not a C-space, A and thus / are GC-spaces. Letting

Ix = {aeC(J*):a(l) = a(2) = 0},

we have that {0} £ Ix £ A is a C-composition series since Ix may be identified with

C0(7*-{1, 2, co}), and A\IX with C({1, 2}).
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7.2. A locally compact M (i.e., MLC) space which is nowhere C (i.e., an NC-

space). We will construct a separable M-space A for which max A is compact, and

(7.2) EPX(A) - {0} £ [EPX(A) - - EPX(A)] ".

If / is a C-ideal in A, we have from Theorem 2.2, EPX(A) ~ £ EPX(A) u J1; hence

EPX(A) £ [EPX(A)--EPX(A)]- U{0} £ J\

and JX=PX(A), i.e., J={0}.

Let C([0, oo)) be the bounded continuous real functions on [0, oo) with the

uniform norm and the usual ordering. C6([0, oo)) may be identified with C(ß[0, oo))

where jS[0, oo) is the Stone-Cech compactification of [0, oo), since each/e C„([0, oo))

has an isometric order isomorphic extension to ß[0, oo). Thus Cb([0, oo)) is a C-

space.

Let an, « ïï 1 be a sequence of scalars with 0 < an < 1, and Y\an > 0 (e.g., let an = 1

— r/(« + l)2—see [1, p. 155]). Let rn, n^l be an enumeration of the rationals in

[0, oo). We may assume that rng«—1, hence in particular, rx = 0. We define A0

to be the functions a in Q([0, oo)) such that a(n) = anf(rn), n 2:1. Although it

can be shown that A0 has the desired properties, it is not separable. We will use

instead the sublattice generated by a countable subset.

Define a0 e C^O, oo)) inductively : Let a0(0) = 1. Having defined a0(x) for

Ogxg«, and using the fact that A-n+1g«, let

(7.3) a0(n+l) = an+1a0(rn+1),

and interpolate linearly between « and « +1. It is clear that a0 e A0, and that a0

is strictly decreasing. In particular a0 distinguishes points in [0, oo). We also have

that if 0 < x g «,

a0(*) ^ a0(«) = anaQ(rn) 2: o¡na0(«-l);

hence, letting e = l~[an,

(7.4) a0 ^ el.

To obtain peaking at points other than the integers, we define ak e C¡,([0, oo)),

fc¡£l, inductively. Let afc(0)=l. Having defined ak(x) for Ogxg«, define afc(«+l)

as in (7.3). Let ak(x) — 1 for x e [n + l\2k, n+ 1 — l\2k], and interpolate linearly in

the intervals [n, n+lßk] and [n +1 - 1/2A:, n+l].

We let A be the smallest closed lattice subspace containing ak, 0g/c<oo. To

see that A is separable, let A be all finite linear combinations 2 «A with at non-

negative rationals. A is closed under addition and multiplication by nonnegative

rationals. Let C be all elements of the form bx V • ■ • V bm with 6¡ e A. C is closed

under unions, additions, and multiplication by nonnegative rationals, since

(bx V • • • V bm) + (b'x V • • • V b'n) - V Vi + bd
i.i
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and

a(bx  V • • • V bm) = abx V • • • V abm.

C—C is closed under unions since

(cx-c2) V (C3-Ci) = (cx + ci) V (c3 + c2)-(c2 + Ci),

and C— C is closed under addition and multiplication by all rational scalars. Since

these three operations are continuous in C¡,([0, oo)) (see [5, p. 99] for unions), the

closure [C—C]~ is again closed with respect to them. It follows that [C—C]~ is

closed with respect to multiplication by all scalars, and is a closed vector lattice.

Thus A = [C— C]", and since C— C is countable, A is separable.

We will regard A as a sublattice of C(jS[0, co)). Since AzA0,

(7.5) 8(b) = an8(rn),       «n<l,«^l;

hence 18(«) || < 1, and, letting 7 be the positive integers,

S(J)nEPx(A)-{0} = 0.

If x e [0, co) — 7, then choosing integers n ̂  0, k ^ 1 with

«+1/2A: <,x Ú n+1-lßk,

we have that a,.(x)=l,  ||8(jc)|| = 1, and 8(x)e EPX(A); (8(x) already lies on an

extremal ray). Since [0, co) — J is dense in [0, oo), we have

8(7) £ EPX(A)--EPX(A).

To prove (7.2), note that 8(7) " 2 8([0, co)), since letting x e [0, oo), and r„k be a

subsequence of rn with rnk -> x, we have a„fc -> 1 and, from (7.5),

Kn>c) = «».^(rO -> §(*)•

[0, oo) is dense in ß[0, oo); hence

8(7) " 2 8(jS[0,co)) 2 EPx(A)-{0},

the latter inclusion being a consequence of Theorem 6.1.

Finally, since a0 must vanish at co [7, Proposition 4.5], we have from (7.4) that

max .4 is compact Hausdorff, hence strongly Baire. From (7.4), F=EPX(A) — {0} is

relatively closed in EPX(A). Taking residues (see §5), a simple argument shows that

p(F) = p(EPx(A)). From (7.2), p(F) = F. Using Proposition 5.5 we conclude that

EPX(A) is not Ka. Thus A satisfies (2) but not (1) of Theorem 5.1.

7.3. An M-space which is nowhere locally compact (i.e., an NMLC-space). We

will construct a separable M-space A such that max A is countable and dense in

itself, i.e., if M e max A, then M g [max A -{M}]~. If G were a nonempty locally

compact open subset of max A, G would also be dense in itself. But G would be

second category, and letting G = {MX, M2,...}, G-{Mi} would be dense in G;

hence 0 = Ht G—{M¡} would be the same, a contradiction.
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Let /* = J U {00} be the one-point compactification of the positive integers. Let

<P be a map of/—{1} onto Jx /such that if <p(m) = (p,q), thenp<m. Let am, m2;2

be any sequence with 0<am< 1 and am decreasing to zero. We define A to be the

functions a e C(J* x J*) such that

a(l, co) = 0,

(7.6) a(m, 00) = ama(<p(m)),       2 g m g 00.

a(oo, n) = 0, 1 g « g 00.

If 1 g/,y'<oo, define a function aw on /* x /* as follows:

atj(m, «) = 0,       m < i, 1 g n g 00,

a,//, n) = 0,        n ^ / 1 g « g 00,

%0',7) = 1-

For m > /, we proceed inductively. Suppose that a{j(m, n) has been defined for

/gwgwo, and 1 g«goo. Then define

ait(m0 + l, ri) = amo+xaii(<p(m0 +1)),       1 g « g 00.

Note that if <p(m0 + l) = (p,q), then púmQ, and a(J(<p(/7i0-|-l)) is already defined.

Finally define

a¡X°o, «) = 0,       1 g « g 00.

We claim that atj is continuous. We have

aa(m, 00) = lim a^m, «) = 0, 1 g m g /,
n

a^m, 00) = lim ai}(m, ri) = amai¡(<p(m)),        i < m < co.
n

On the other hand, if i<m<oo,

au(m, ri) g am,       1 g « g 00.

If (mk,nk) is a sequence converging to (00, ri), then for any m0>i, eventually

mktm0, and aw(mfc, «fc)gamo; hence

lim a¡X«.fc, «*) - a¡/oo, «) = 0.
k

It is clear that atí satisfies (7.6) and thus is an element of A.

Since a¡//,/) = l and ai;(w, «)<1 for (m, «)#(/, j), we have that JxJ^8A,

and A distinguishes points in Jx J. From (7.6),

8((1, co)) = 0,

8((m, 00)) = o£mS(cp(ff?)),       2 g w < oo,

3((oo,«)) = 0, 1 g « g co;
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hence 8(Jx J)=EPx(A)-{0}. Given any pair (p,q), letting <p(m) = (p,q) we have

(m, ri)-^> (m, oo); hence

8((™> «))^> 8((m, oo)) = am8((p, q)).

From Lemma 2.3,

and max A is dense in itself.

Since EPX(A) — {0} = 8(/x /) is countable, it is K„, and A satisfies (1) but not (2)

of Theorem 5.1. We note that as a consequence of [8, Corollary 3.9], max A is not

first countable, even though it is a countable set.
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